
PTO Minutes
February 8, 2016

Kathy Pascale, Laurel Fischbach, Heidi Wennen, Tony Matthes, Shawn 
Dudley, Kathy Tran, Emily Corbishley, Lisa Nelson, Afira Hasan

Tony- Grandparents day- will work with Lisa. Tony’s 3rd year of doing this.  
$3,000 budgeted for the event. Last year was Subway across from 
Starbucks, reasonable, worked well, salads- gluten free option. Laurel 
wants to go back to paper, kids will give paper invites to their grandparents. 
Maybe provide envelopes. Sweet idea. Tony-can the paper invites be linked 
to the google form? Yes. There will be an email sent and a paper invitation. 
Lisa and Laurel will be sure that gets out. The kids will design and make it. 
Encourages the kids to address the envelope etc…Tony- the event wasn’t 
encouraged in 7th grade advisories. 240 or so participated each year in the 
past. $1,177 spent last year for Subway- cheapest option. A few years ago, 
hamburger dinner- lots of work. Main goal is the interaction. Kids meet 
grandparents in the morning around 10:30am this year compared to 
10:00am last year. Everything is later this year due to Win Win. Goes till 5th 
period which is 1:07. Program in theater- music etc…lunch, building tour, 
closing program- entertainment. Picture when they walk in and slide show 
at the end during the program. The kids show them around. Happens 
during the 42 min skinny classes. Kids lead them through it all. Cake or 
muffins or something are offered with coffee in the atrium for a welcome 
reception. Gym is made to look like a cafeteria. Under the Sea and 50s 
diner were the past theme. Kids do the decorations etc..might set up a tech 
table/geek squad table, another option for a table would be info. about 
being inclusive in regards to different cultures/races. Kids decide theme, 
create invites, create the program etc.. PTO will offer $ for food, program, 
Costco fruit tray, cookie tray and decorations. Will help put up the 
decorations in the morning. No food preparations this year, but instead 
purchase it all ready and deliver it. Oriental Trading is a cheap place to get 
decorations. PTO needs one month to make the purchase and get it on 
time- so that’s middle of April. Tony picked up the lunch last year. PTO will 
do that this year. Tony will let PTO know #s. Lisa gave Tony her info so they 
will make contact. Laurel is promoting it as ‘special person’ day to up the 



involvement. Should have multiple lines for people to get food. 2-3 double 
sided tables with people on both sides. Lisa and Laurel will work with Cory 
for that. Ton- they will decorate more tables this year.

Approval on the minutes- any changes? no. Motion by Heidi to approve the 
min of Jan 2017. Lisa Nelson seconds it. All in favor. 

Dues for next year- raise dues. Why? takes much more time to process by 
check.Lisa- “We could say we no longer accept checks.” Wouldn’t work- 
need to ease people into it. This is becoming how all the Edina schools are 
processing PTO dues. PTO at SouthView Middle informed Laurel- they 
won’t be getting the family info. from the school district next year.  My 
School Anywhere (MSA) really important to transfer the info. over from 
elementary school. One idea- if you want to write a check- need to bring it 
into the school. Heidi- we normally gets checks from people at Get 
Connected Day (GCD). Heidi- feels uncomfortable charging more for 
paying by check. Maybe try first saying we prefer payment by Credit Card.   
Kathy- people think we prefer payment by check. Emily- people might 
choose to not join if they feel it’s not convenience or not easy. Heidi- make 
it the same price like $37 or $40 - nice even #. PTO doesn’t need the extra 
$. Can’t go down to $35 because of processing fees. 
Vote to change next years dues to be the same as paying by check and 
Credit Card. Raise from $35 to $37. Motion made by Lisa Nelson.  Heidi 
Wennen seconds the motion to vote. All in favor. Passed.

School supplies- Staples info. revised- took ear buds off the quote, 
changed binder size to be the appropriate one which is 2”. This kit will help 
the 6th graders only get started for the year. Calculator- depends on which 
math class they have in 6th grade; therefore, no calculator is included.  
Everyone will get their own. Kathy thinks we should get 10 of each kind 
(there are 3) and return the unsold ones. It would raise the price a lot or just 
sell it separately.  If kit is sold for $35, PTO profit is $9.56. PTO will be pay 
cost ahead of time and get it back later if sold. Kits will come all ready. Only 
labor is to unload and load, store them. They would arrive in June. How will 
6th grade parents know you are doing this? Give info to PTOs at 
elementary schools- tell them it’s a limited #, letting them know it’s an 
experiment. Creek Valley has it at the open house and it is sitting on their 
desk. At the end of the year, could send something out. Kathy Tran- tries to 



find sales. Laurel- it’s more for the convenience not for the $. Parents are 
stressed out and just want to get it all done. $ isn’t an issue, it’s the time. 
Emily- start small and see how it goes. If we sold 100 and get $9 on each 
kit. Is it worth it? If we don’t sell them, how much is the cost? $5 her kit. 
Can donate extra to Gabe for scholarship kids. Let people know their 
purchase will benefit the school. Could set up a product line on MSA and 
pay for it online. 
We will get 75 kits.

Shawn Dudley-  Discussion:
Aug 16th is Get Connected Day because we moved a week back- school 
starting after Labor Day. Volunteers don’t need to start until about 10am. 
Welcome day will happen that morning. 9-10 assembly. 6th grade 10-1. 7th 
and 8th grade part will be 2-5. School photos will be taken. HS might do 
GCD here too. When we do tear down- we might leave some  tables/things 
up for them. Theirs will be in the evening. 
Time to evaluate and see how orientation is going and if something should 
change. 
Last day of school- Comedy Sports might not be happening or it might just 
be something at school. Budget might change. No Valley Fair for 9th grade. 
No water Park of America- it’s closed. PTO’s budget will change. Need to 
decide how to send off the 9th grade. Is there anything you want the PTO 
to do. 8th grade wanted to go to VF but they won’t this year. Shawn thinks 
they need to do some send offs of the 9th grade staff and teachers that are 
retiring- lots to do. She would like help with that. Activities and instruction 
will all change. 7th grade is taking tests. Shawn thinks they should change 
that. She's willing to discuss this. Doesn't want to stress out kids. 
First day of school- 6th grade does WEB. Want to plan something for 7th 
and 8th grade. Special talk or how you act in school etc…developing them 
for the space so they get consistent messages so it all the same and the 
teachers do it the same. Doesn’t want finals on the last day of school. 
Conference day- March 2nd. March 3rd is day off for kids- teacher training. 
Early release before Spring Break. 

Adjourned 3:03pm




